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Abstract

As the Internet becomes more and more a part of our daily life it also evolves as an at-
tractive target for security attacks, often countered by Internet Protocol Security (IPsec)
to establish virtual private networks (VPNs), if secure data communication is a primary
objective. Then again, to provide Internet access for hosts inside Local Area Networks,
a public IP address shared among all peers is often used, achieved by Network Address
Translation (NAT) deployment. IPsec, however, is incompatible with NAT, leading to a
variety of problems when using both in combination. Connection establishments origi-
nating from the outside are blocked and NAT, as it modifies the outer IP header, breaks
IPsec’s security mechanisms. In the following we analyze problems of NAT in combination
with IPsec and multiple approaches to solve them.

1 Introduction

The current TCP/IP protocols originate from a time where security was not a great concern.
As the traditional Internet Protocol (IP) does not provide any guarantees on delivery, the
receiver cannot detect whether the sender is the same one as recorded in the protocol header
or if the packet was modified during transport. Moreover an attacker may also easily replay
IP packets or read sensitive information out of them. In contrast, today, as the Internet
becomes more and more a part of our everyday life, a more security aware protocol is needed.
To fill this gap the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) worked on a new standard for
securing IP, called Internet Protocol Security (IPsec). IPsec aims at providing a secure com-
munication between hosts without a shared medium, i.e., no direct connection, and is used to
secure traditional end-to-end scenarios or to establish virtual private networks (VPNs) where
communication is restricted to a well-defined group of instances and often encrypted. For
hosts inside such private networks it is often desirable to provide Internet access, commonly
achieved by Network Address Translation (NAT) deployment. NAT however has several great
drawbacks. As it modifies the outer IP header, IPsec’s security mechanisms will fail. Fur-
thermore it blocks incoming connections from the outside, thus preventing hosts located on
the other side of the NAT device to join the private network. To eliminate these limitations
several solutions emerged over time.

This paper describes issues arising while using IPsec in combination with NAT. First some
background information is provided, explaining the basic functionality of IPsec and NAT as
well as incompatibilities between them. Then several approaches for solving these conflicts
are presented and evaluated.

2 Background

This section provides some background information about IPsec principles including the key
exchange service and describes common NAT issues.
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2.1 IPsec

Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) is a widely deployed VPN standard and covers a set of
protocols to secure data communication. While operating at the network layer, it provides
authentication, integrity, replay protection and confidentiality [Schä03]. Sender, receiver and
intermediate gateways decide what security policy to use and IP packets are secured according
to their local security strategy and may be dropped when having insufficient protection.

2.1.1 IKEv2

One important part of IPsec is the key management process. To establish a secure association
between two peers, keys have to be exchanged in a secure way. IPsec provides two different
ways of key distribution: manual key exchange and Internet Key Exchange (IKE). Because
manual keying does not scale with large VPN sizes and offers a weaker security like no Perfect
Forward Secrecy (PFS), IKE is usually preferred. IKE provides automatic key exchange and
negotiation of Security Associations (SAs). For communication, UDP ports 500 and 4500 are
used. The first one is IKE’s ordinary port for listening and sending of messages. The latter
is reserved for UDP encapsulated ESP and IKE packets [Kauf05], explained in section 3.

Negotiation using IKE consists of two phases. In phase 1 IKE establishes an SA with the
help of Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) for secure
exchange of IKE data. Phase 2 is used to set up an IPsec SA based on the previously
established IKE SA.

2.1.2 Modes

IPsec supports two different protocol modes, transport mode and tunnel mode. Transport
mode can only be established between two hosts, i.e., cryptographic endpoints have to match
communication endpoints. In contrast, tunnel mode can be used between all types of end-
points, e.g., for establishing a secure connection between a host and a security gateway.

2.2 NAT

Network Address Translation (NAT) is implemented at routers and gateways to remap net-
work addresses in packet headers. NAT is needed if the number of public available addresses
is smaller than the number of devices that should be accessible from the outside. If a device
wants to connect through NAT to the outside, the responsible router modifies source IP ad-
dress and source port of the packet. Now this packet appears to be coming from the router
itself. The router or firewall records these changes in a state table for reversing them on in-
coming packets. Due to these modifications, connections are only allowed from the inside to
the outside. If both peers are behind a NAT and want to establish a connection, a procedure
called Hole Punching is needed. In contrast, NAT does also provide some positive aspects.
While doing address translations, it prevents the exposure of inner addresses to the outside.

2.2.1 NAT Issues

There are several known incompatibilities between NAT and IPsec described in [AbDi04].

• IPsec AH: The Authentication Header (AH) includes an Integrity Check Value (ICV)
computed over immutable IP header fields like the source and destination address
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[Kent05a]. NAT make changes to these fields leading to failed integrity checks. This is-
sue does not effect IPsec Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), which does not include
the source and destination address in integrity checks [Kent05b].

• Checksums: TCP and UDP checksums are computed over the IP source and destination
address. NAT modifies these values, as described before, leading to invalid checksums
on receipt. Thus, ESP packets will only pass if IPsec tunnel mode is used or checksum
calculation is omitted. TCP checksum verification is required in IPv4, TCP/UDP
checksum verification in IPv6.

• IKE Address Identifiers: If IKE depends on IP addresses as identifiers like when using
pre-shared key authentication with Main Mode [Kauf05], changes of addresses will lead
to discarded packets. IP address identifiers may be avoided by using other methods for
identification.

• Fixed IKE Source Ports: Multiple peers behind a NAT may initiate a Security Associa-
tion (SA) to the same host. To provide information for the NAT device about where to
send incoming packets to, translation of IKE UDP source ports is used. This requires
the requested host to accept IKE traffic on UDP ports other than 500 and to reply to
the same port.

• Overlapping SPD Entries: If multiple peers behind a NAT use their source IP address
as identifiers, overlapping Security Policy Database (SPD) entries [KeSe03] will occur
if the same host is contacted. This host now may send responses to the wrong peer
because of equivalent existing SAs.

• Non-UDP/TCP Traffic: Some NATs discard non-UDP/TCP traffic and are accordingly
unable to handle AH and ESP packets.

• NAT Mapping Timeouts: NAT mappings will eventually timeout in the absence of
traffic. Since NAT technologies are diverse and not standardised, the timeout value
may be unknown.

• Inbound Connections: Most NATs require an initial packet flow from the inside to the
outside to allow data transfer from the opposite direction. This prevents connections
originating from the outside and direct connection establishments whereas each peer is
located behind a different NAT device become utterly impossible.

Considering this huge amount of incompatibilities and problems there is a strong need to
detect NAT and take countermeasures against these issues.

2.2.2 NAT Detection

NAT is categorised in 4 different types by the Simple Traversal of User Datagram (STUN)
protocol [RWHM03]:

• Full Cone NAT

• Restricted Cone NAT

• Port Restricted Cone NAT

• Symmetric NAT
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Full Cone NAT, also called One-to-One NAT, maps all requests from the same internal IP
address and port to the same external IP address and port. Any external host can send
packets to one of the mapped external addresses. In contrast, Restricted Cone NAT only
allows packets from external host to pass if the internal host had previously sent a packet to
the external host. Port Restricted Cone NATs operate in a similar way, but also restrict the
port. Thus, only packets from external host are accepted if the address and port match any
previously send packets from the internal host. These three NAT types allow Hole Punching,
explained in section 2.2.3, to establish a connection between two peers behind a NAT. In
the last type, Symmetric NAT, all requests from the same internal IP address and port to
a destination IP address and port are mapped to the same external IP address and port.
This allows only external hosts that receive a packet from an internal host to send any data
back and thus prevents Hole Punching to work. STUN is able to detect the specific type
of NAT and to identify the public IP address and port number with the help of a arbitrary
public available server supporting the STUN protocol, as shown in Figure 1. A peer sends
his request to a STUN server and receives information about his public IP address and port
number.

NAT(s)Peer STUN Server

Request

Response: Public IP, Port

Figure 1: Obtaining Public IP Address and Port with STUN

If both hosts are behind NATs that perform address and port dependent mapping, a relayed
endpoint has to be obtained. These endpoints are used to relay data through a public available
server. The Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN) [RoMH08] protocol defines an
extension to STUN allowing STUN to relay packets for those hosts.

2.2.3 NAT Traversal

NAT traversal can be achieved by using Hole Punching. As already mentioned before, Hole
Punching does not work with all types of NAT, but requires either Full Cone or (Port)
Restricted Cone NAT. If two peers behind NAT devices want to establish a direct connection,
both first have to contact a server that has a direct connection to the Internet. This server is
able to obtain the address and port combination assigned by the peer’s NAT devices by simply
reading the outer IP packet header sent by the peers. This information is then exchanged
by the server between the peers, allowing each one to establish a direct connection with the
other peer.

3 UDP Encapsulation

One possibility of NAT traversal is UDP Encapsulation [HSVD+05], which provides methods
to encapsulate and decapsulate ESP packets into UDP packets. Thus, individual endpoints
behind a NAT can be identified by port numbers in the UDP header and routers do not
modify internal packet headers. Additionally NAT devices only need to process UDP packets
and are not confronted with non-UDP/TCP packets.
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UDP Encapsulation can be applied to IPv4 packets as well as IPv6 packets, but is limited
to ESP because the protection of outer IP addresses in IPsec AH is incompatible with NAT.
Another restriction is placed on SA negotiation. UDP Encapsulation does not support manual
keying, IKE (v1 or v2) has to be used. This is because the UDP Encapsulation protocol is
tied to the key exchange and SA negotiation of IKE as stated by the specification.

This protocol uses the same port numbers for both IKE and UDP encapsulated ESP traffic
for reasons of scalability (only one NAT mapping for both packets, single keep-alive needed)
and easier configuration (only two NAT forwarding rules for port 500 and port 4500 have to
be configured).

3.1 NAT Support and Presence Detection

For deciding whether to use UDP Encapsulation or not, NAT has to be detected first. This
is done during IKE Phase 1. The initiating peer sends a packet with source and destination
port 500. If there is a NAT between both peers, the source port will be changed which can
be easily checked by peer 2.

First, both peers have to check if there is support for NAT-Traversal. For this reason vendor
ID payloads [KSHV05] are exchanged. These payloads contain the MD5 hash of

RFC3947

which is computed to the hex string

4a131c81070358455c5728f20e95452f

For NAT presence detection, NAT-D (NAT Discovery) payloads are sent. These payloads
also detect the position of the NAT. This is important to know, because the peer behind the
NAT has to send keep-alive packets as described in section 3.4. To detect NAT, both peers
send hashes of their IP address and port to each other. On receipt, the peers compare these
hashes with the packets source address. If the hashes match, there is no NAT present. If a
peer has multiple interfaces and does not know the correct one, he can send multiple NAT-D
payloads. For security reasons, the calculated hashes also contain the initiator and responder
cookie to prevent precomputation attacks.

3.2 ESP and IKE Packet Format

UDP Encapsulation requires an additional UDP header prepended to the ESP header. This
UDP header conforms to the standard header format with settings as followed:

• source and destination ports are the same as used by IKE traffic

• IPv4 UDP checksum should be transmitted as zero, but receivers do not have to depend
on this

The SPI field in the ESP header has to be a non zero value. In contrast, IKE data is prepended
with a Non-ESP Marker allowing the receiver to distinguish between IKE messages and UDP
encapsulated ESP packets, as illustrated in Figure 2. This marker consists of 4 zero-valued
bytes aligning with the SPI field of a UDP encapsulated ESP packet.

Previously ordinary IKE packets could be identified by their prepended UDP header. With
UDP Encapsulation instead both headers are prepended with a UDP header, eliminating this
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IKE Header

SPI Field
Non−ESP Marker

UDP Header ESP Header

SPI Field

UDP Header

ESP Header

SPI Field

UDP Header

Standard IKE Format Standard ESP Format

Floated IKE Format UDP Encapsulated ESP Format

IKE Header

SPI Field

Figure 2: packet formats

difference. Since both ESP and IKE headers start with a SPI field as defined in [Kent05b] and
[Kauf05], distinction becomes difficult. Therefore a marker is introduced for IKE packets.

IKE and UDP encapsulated ESP packets are sent and received using port 4500 for reasons
of compatibility. Otherwise older NAT implementations may transparently try to establish
IPsec connections on IKE traffic arrival for peers that do not support this by themselves
[Kauf05].

3.3 Encapsulation and Decapsulation

For encapsulation and decapsulation of regular ESP packets into UDP packets, new methods
have to be specified. In the following we describe the difference between tunnel mode and
transport mode encapsulation and decapsulation as well as the NAT keep-alive procedure.

3.3.1 NAT Decapsulation Procedures

Tunnel Mode — In tunnel mode, addresses of the inner IP header may have to be converted
to addresses suitable for the local network. According to the local policy they have to be
corrected using one of the following procedure:

• Check that the source IP address used in the inner packet is valid according to the
policy if a valid source IP address space has been defined in the policy.

• Check that the source IP address of the inner packet is the assigned IP address if an
address has been assigned for the remote peer.

• Perform NAT to make the packet suitable for local transport.

Transport Mode — In contrast, transport mode packets will contain invalid TCP/UDP
checksums due to modified IP header fields. To calculate the correct checksum, both peers
have to exchange their original address using NAT-OA (NAT Original Address) payloads
[KSHV05]. These packets are sent during IKE Quick Mode.

According to the local policy and the next protocol type defined in the IP header, they have
to be corrected using one of the following procedures:

• If the encapsulated packet is a TCP/UDP packet, the checksum has to be recomputed.
If the peer’s real source and destination IP address is known, this can be done very
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easily. The checksum of an IP packet header is computed by summing up the one’s
complement of all 16-bit words and then calculating the 16-bit one’s complement of
this sum [oSou81]. Thus, by subtracting the outer source and destination address and
adding the real (inner) source and destination address the correct checksum can be
computed efficiently.

• If the encapsulated packet is a UDP packet, the checksum field in the UDP header is
set to zero. If a TCP header follows the ESP header and there is a flag for the network
stack to ignore the checksum, this flag may be set. This should only be done for a
integrity protected transport mode packet, tunnel mode TCP checksums always have
to be verified.

Additional contained protocols may have to be fixed by the implementation.

3.3.2 NAT Encapsulation Procedures

Transport Mode — After performing ordinary ESP operations whereby ESP header, trailer
and auth are added for encryption and authentication purposes, the ESP header is prepended
with a properly formatted UDP header as shown in Figure 3. To match the resulting IP
packet, an implementation has to edit the total length, protocol and header checksum (for
IPv4) fields in the IP header.

Decapsulation removes the UDP header and proceeds with adjusting the IP header fields men-
tioned above. Finally, ordinary ESP decapsulation procedure is used followed by transport
mode decapsulation NAT procedure.

UDP
Header

TCPIP
Header Data

IP
Header

ESP
Header TCP Data ESP

Trailer
ESP
Auth

Before Applying ESP/UDP

After Applying ESP/UDP

encrypted
authenticated

Figure 3: Transport Mode ESP Encapsulation

Tunnel Mode — Tunnel mode encapsulation and decapsulation is done almost the same
way as transport mode encapsulation and decapsulation. ESP processing stores the old IP
header inside it’s encrypted structure. Afterwards the UDP header is added and prepended
by a new IP header. Tunnel mode decapsulation NAT procedure is applied after ordinary
decapsulation.

3.4 NAT Keep-Alive

Translation tables in NAT routers are very short-lived. After expiration, connectivity between
two peers is lost. To preserve IPsec connections, NAT keep-alive packets have to be send to
keep UDP mappings in NAT devices alive.

NAT keep-alive packets are ordinary UDP packets where the source and destination ports
are the same as used by IKE traffic, and contain a single octet (0xFF) as payload.
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Header
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encrypted
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Figure 4: Tunnel Mode ESP Encapsulation

3.5 Security Issues

There may occur several conflict situations while using IPsec UDP encapsulation. First,
overlapping entries in security gateways affect tunnel mode. If multiple NATs behind a single
security gateway contain peers with identical addresses as shown in Figure 5, the security
gateway gets confused about where to send packets to because multiple Security Associations
(SAs) match the same IP address. Thus, security gateways should assign locally unique
IP addresses to their peers (e.g., by using DHCP over IPsec as defined in [PAKG03] and
[Kivi03]), or use NAT to distinguish between identical addresses.

Security Gateway Server

NAT 2Peer 2

IP 10.0.0.5

NAT 1Peer 1

IP 10.0.0.5

Figure 5: UDP Tunnel Mode Conflict

A similar issue illustrated by Figure 6 affects transport mode whenever multiple peers behind
the same NAT want to communicate securely with the same server. All peers use the same
public IP address, thus the server cannot set up different policies for the same traffic descrip-
tor. This situation cannot be solved easily. One really poor solution would be to allow only
at most three peers behind the NAT and to use distinct policies in form of different protocols
for each peer (secured TCP, secured UDP, clear text ICMP). But this configuration would
still allow each peer to send ICMP messages to the server, impersonating peer 3. Therefore
servers have to prevent this scenario.

NAT-D and vendor ID payloads do not include authentication. This allows attackers to add,
remove or modify these payloads. Modified NAT-D packets may cause both peers using UDP
encapsulation even though there is no NAT between them, leading to bandwidth increase and
additional processing overhead.

Another security problem is the sending of NAT-OA packets containing the original source
address. These packets reveal the peer’s internal IP address to the other end as well as
intermediate systems.
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Peer 3
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(TCP)

Figure 6: UDP Transport Mode Conflict

4 BEET Mode

A better solution to the problem described above is provided by Bound End-To-End Tunnel
(BEET) Mode [NiMe08]. A drawback of UDP Encapsulation is the additional packet overhead
due to the required tunnel mode. BEET provides a new ESP mode supporting also new uses
like mobile peers and multi-address multi-homing. Mobile peers may change their locations
from time to time leading to different outer IP addresses while the same inner addresses have
to be kept for upper layer protocols and applications. BEET solves this issue by providing
limited tunnel mode in the form of distinct inner (application-related) and outer (wire-related)
IP addresses.

The following sections describe the change in Security Associations and the way packets are
processed with BEET.

4.1 Security Associations

Security Associations (SAs) in BEET mode are similar to regular tunnel mode SAs, except
that only one fixed pair of inner addresses can be defined, subnets are not allowed. If a new
pair of inner addresses is needed, a new SA has to be established. BEET mode’s inner IP
addresses cannot change over the lifetime of the SA, outer IP addresses may change instead.
Additionally, address families of inner and outer IP addresses may differ. This allows traffic
from IPv4 networks to pass through IPv6 networks and vice versa without the need of an
additional tunnel.

4.2 Packet Processing

BEET mode wire packet format and ESP transport mode wire packet format are identical,
except that BEET uses outer IP addresses on the wire. Due to the prior established SA
which holds mappings between the inner and outer IP addresses, the inner ones do not need
to be sent in individual packets and thus internal network addresses do not get exposed to
the network while using BEET mode.

Cryptographic processing is done exactly as in ESP transport mode. Outgoing packets are
wrapped into an ESP header, encrypted and authenticated, incoming packets are verified and
decrypted.
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The largest difference between BEET mode and the other two IPsec modes is the header
processing. In transport mode the outer IP header is kept intact, in tunnel mode this header
is created on output and discarded on input. BEET mode instead replaces the IP header with
a different one. Output processing is done by ensuring that the IP header address conforms
to the SA and replacing it with the outer tunnel address. On input, the IP address of the
header is replaced with the inner address as specified in the associated SA. If the address
family of inner and outer IP addresses differ, simple address replacing does not work, the
headers need to be reconstructed. In contrast to a tunnel mode outer header, a BEET mode
outer header will contain the TTL and other fields from the inner IP header. Thus the TTL
is decremented by every router on the path.

4.3 Security Issues

BEET mode does not check the outer header source address at input handling, allowing DoS
attacks where random packets are sent whose SPI matches a BEET mode SA. This leads to
unnecessary integrity checks. A countermeasure would be a reykeying request of the attacked
node. Assuming the attacker is not on the path, the new SPI value would be unknown to
him. However, as the SPI consists of a 32-bit value it is considerably difficult for the attacker
to guess this value, making this attack appear to be not very realistic.

5 IKEv2 Mediation

IKEv2 Mediation Extension (IKE-ME) is a connectivity extension to IKEv2 [Brun08]. The
solely purpose of IKE-ME is to allow peers behind one ore more NATs or firewalls to estab-
lish a direct and secure connection, for which a process similar to Interactive Connectivity
Establishment (ICE) is used. For locating other peers and allowing them to exchange com-
munication endpoints, a mediation server is used. This server has to be reachable by all peers
using the mediation extension. Communication between peers and the mediation server is
done using IKEv2 exchanges to simplify the implementation.

It has to be said that the IKE-ME draft has expired on October 18, 2008 as no updated
version has been released and no official review occurred, but it is included in the popular
Linux IPsec implementation strongSwan.

Hereafter we discuss IKE-ME with the help of an example procedure followed by particular
descriptions of individual protocol components.

5.1 Protocol Outline

If two peers want to establish a secure connection, they have to register themselves with the
mediation server first. This server detects the peer’s endpoints, similar to the STUN server
in Figure 1. Endpoints are the peer’s transport addresses on which they are reachable from
the outside. IKE-ME assigns each endpoint a type, a priority and a base as explained in
section 5.4. For registration, a special IKE SA has to be set up including mediation payloads.
Afterwards, the mediation server is aware of the peer’s online presence.

For connection establishments between two peers, local endpoints have to be obtained first,
This may be done using the Simple Traversal of User Datagram (STUN) protocol. If relayed
endpoints are needed because both peers are behind address and port restricted NATs, the
Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN) protocol may be used to obtain those end-
points. To obtain information about their own endpoints, peers contact the mediation server
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which then reports endpoints learned during connection establishments. Endpoints are fi-
nally exchanged if a peer requests a connection to another already registered peer. For those
exchange, the mediation server acts as a relay. Peers then perform connectivity checks on
all obtained endpoints, probing all available path combinations and choosing the best suited
endpoint pair. Now IKE SAs and child SAs can be set up.

NAT 1

Peer 1

Mediation Server

NAT 2

Peer 2

Mediated Connection

Secure Connection

Mediation Connection Mediation Connection

Figure 7: Example Scenario

5.2 Example Procedure

Figure 8 shows an example IKE-ME procedure in the form of a time sequence chart. Ini-
tial contact is performed by sending a mediation request ME MEDIATION containing an
IKE SA INIT to the mediation server. With the aid of the request the initiating Peer 1 is
able to detect if there are one ore more NAT located between him and the mediation server.
Peer 2 uses the same procedure to announce it’s presence to the server.

To request a connection with another peer, Peer 1 sends his request ME CONNECT to
the mediation server which forwards this message to Peer 2. The requested peer now sends
a connection response back to the initiating peer. Both request and response are used to
exchange public reachable endpoints.

Now both peers proceed with connectivity checks. This is done by trying to reach each
obtained endpoint until a valid one has been found. Finally the initiating Peer 1 sends an
IKE SA INIT request to Peer 2.

5.3 Mediation Server Contact

To establish a mediation connection with a mediation server, a peer sends a ME MEDIATION

notification in the initial IKE exchange which is also included in the mediation server’s re-
sponse. Now the peer floats to port 4500. In contrast to normal IKE authentication there
are no child SAs established.

5.4 Endpoint Discovery

The peer may now obtain one or more endpoints. Endpoints are transport addresses consisting
of an IP address and a port. They have to be learned before requesting a mediated connection
or before responding to such requests. IKE-ME defines four different types of endpoints:
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Peer 1 Mediation Server Peer 2

ME_MEDIATION

ME_MEDIATION

ME_MEDIATION

ME_MEDIATION

ME_CONNECT

ME_CONNECT

ME_CONNECT
ME_CONNECT

CONNECTIVITY_CHECK

CONNECTIVITY_CHECK

CONNECTIVITY_CHECK

IKE_SA_INIT

IKE_SA_INIT

Figure 8: Example Procedure

• Host Endpoint: A transport address from a local interface.

• Server Reflexive Endpoint: An Endpoint on a NAT, learned by methods like Simple
Traversal of User Datagram (STUN).

• Relayed Endpoint: These Endpoints are located on remote hosts and can be provided
by Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN).

• Peer Reflexive Endpoint: A transport address learned during connectivity checks as
described in section 5.6.1.

Each endpoint has a base. The base defines the transport address used to send messages for
an endpoint. Because it is not possible for a peer to send messages from remote endpoints
such as server reflexive or relayed endpoints, these endpoints share the host endpoint as the
base. The base of host endpoints is accordingly the endpoint itself.

Additionally each endpoint has a priority which is a positive integer between 0 and 232
− 1.

It is computed using the formula:

priority = (216
∗ type preference) + IP address preference
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type preference is an integer from 0 to 28
−1 representing the endpoint type preference where

255 is the highest preference and 0 the lowest. Type preferences have to be identical for end-
points of the same type and different for endpoints of different types. IP address preference

is an integer from 0 to 216
− 1 representing a preference for the endpoints IP address. A peer

may assign different priorities to its local transport addresses if it is multi-homed. Otherwise
it should assign a maximum priority of 65535 in case of only a single available IP address.

To obtain an endpoint from the mediation server, a peer sends a ME ENDPOINT payload
which is replied by the server with another ME ENDPOINT payload message containing the
family, address and port of the request.

5.5 Connection Establishment

Direct connections between peers are initiated sending a ME CONNECT request to the
mediation server, illustrated by Figure 9. The request payload contains a peer ID (IDp) for
which the requesting peer wants to establish a connection, a list of his own endpoints as well
as both randomly chosen ME CONNECTID and ME CONNECTKEY. The ID is used for
connection identification and the key for connectivity check authentication. The request is
then forwarded by the mediation server to the other peer, replacing the IDp with the ID of
the requesting peer. If the requested peer is not available, the mediation server replies with
a ME CONNECT FAILED.

Peer 1
NAT 1

Public IP 100.100.100.101
Mediation Server

PeerID 1

Endpoint 100.100.100.101:5001

ConnectionID 1001

Key 123

Peer 2
NAT 2

Public IP 200.200.200.202

PeerID 2

Endpoint 100.100.100.101:5001

ConnectionID 1001

Key 123

ME_CONNECT ME_CONNECT

Figure 9: Example Connection Establishment

On receipt of a ME CONNECT request, a peer has to obtain his own endpoints if not
already done. Afterwards it replies with a ME CONNECT message containing his own
endpoints, the ID of the requesting peer, a randomly generated ME CONNECTKEY and
the previously received ME CONNECTID payload. In case a peer is not interested in the
incoming connection request, it replies with a message containing a ME CONNECT FAILED

payload and the ID of the requesting peer.

After the requesting peer received a ME CONNECT response from the mediation server, it
compares the ME CONNECTID payload and extracts the endpoints and the key. Then the
peer proceeds with connectivity checks.

5.6 Endpoint Processing

After receiving endpoints, the peer pairs each local endpoint with each remote endpoint,
thereby building a list of endpoint pairs. For each pair, it computes a priority and sorts the
list in descending order, followed by numbering the pairs sequentially. These numbers serve
as message IDs in connectivity checks. Then a state is assigned to each pair. Initially the
sate is Waiting, changing during connectivity check processing.
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5.6.1 Connectivity Checks

During connectivity checks, peers process their list of endpoint pairs sequentially, sending re-
quests from the local to the remote endpoint. These requests are INFORMAL IKE exchanges
[Kauf05] with the SPI set to zero and the message ID set to the endpoint pair number. The
first payload consists of a ME CONNECTID initially exchanged during connection establish-
ment described in section 5.5. The next payload, ME ENDPOINT, is used to exchange the
type and priority of the current endpoint. ME CONNECTAUTH is the last payload, con-
taining a SHA-1 hash of some message parts and the ME CONNECTKEY. This key is used
to authenticate connectivity check requests and responds. The IKE header of connectivity
checks is always prepended with a non-ESP marker.

On receipt of a connectivity check request, a peer locates the list of endpoints and the key
associated with the received ME CONNECTID payload. Then it proceeds with computing
the message hash and comparing it with the ME CONNECTAUTH payload. If a peer cannot
locate the endpoint list or the hash verification fails, it has to ignore the request. If the
request contains a source address and port combination not already known to the peer, the
new discovered endpoint is added to the endpoint list. The peer then builds a new pair using
the remote endpoint and the local endpoint on which the request was received. A response
is send including the received ME CONNECTID, a ME ENDPOINT payload containing the
request’s source endpoint and a ME CONNECTAUTH payload build the same way as in the
request.

After receiving a connectivity check response, the peer uses the ME CONNECTID payload
to find the associated endpoint pair list and the Message ID of the IKE header to identify
the pair. Then it verifies the authentication key.

The procedure is stopped by the initiating peer if one or more connectivity checks complete
successfully. The peer then selects the pair best suited for him. The responding peer stops if
an IKE SA INIT request with a corresponding ME CONNECTID payload is received.

5.7 Mediated Connection

After a valid pair of endpoints has been obtained by the initiating peer, it proceeds with an
IKE SA INIT exchange with the other peer. The IKE header is prepended with a non-ESP
marker as already done during connectivity checks. Additional UDP encapsulation may be ap-
plied. In contrast to regular IKE SA INIT exchanges, the peer includes a ME CONNECTID

payload.

5.8 Security Discussion

The peers have to trust the mediation server because this server is able to gather exchanged
endpoints and thus learn private IP addresses and address ranges. This allows the server to
directly address the peers inside their private network and to attack them. Yet, the peers can
decide which endpoints they want to disclose. Furthermore the mediation server may secretly
act as a relay, directing all communications to him. This allows him to analyse traffic flows,
gathering information about when and with whom the peers communicate. Nevertheless
the mediation server is not able to read exchanged information as long as the packets are
encrypted.
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6 Conclusion

Using IPsec in NAT scenarios introduces several compatibility issues. This paper documents
different solutions where each has its benefits and drawbacks. Networks using UDP en-
capsulation have to deal with limitations like unavailable manual keying and AH as well as
additional packet overhead and disclosure of inner IP addresses. Whereas BEET mode avoids
this overhead and offers more flexible scenarios for IPsec deployment. Furthermore internal
IP addresses are not exposed, preventing attackers to gather information about the internal
network structure. In contrast to these two methods, IKE-ME tries a different approach pick-
ing up the ideas of ICE. For connection establishments a mediation server is needed. This
server has to be trusted and must be reachable by all peers. Initial contact takes some time
as lots of packets have to be exchanged between the peers and the mediation server.

AH Integrity Check Value

TCP/UDP Checksums

IKE Address Identifiers

Overlapping SPD Entries

Non−UDP/TCP Traffic

NAT Mapping Keepalive

Inbound Connections

Issues

UDP

Encapsulatio
n

BEET

Mode
IK

E

Mediatio
n

Figure 10: Comparison of Presented Solutions

Figure 10 summarises the most important issues. As we can see there is no solution for AH’s
integrity check because preventing NAT to change the addresses in the outer IP header is
impossible. On the other hand do all presented solutions provide a way to correct invalid
TCP and UDP checksums. A solution for using IP addresses as IKE address identifiers
and overlapping SPD entries is only provided by BEET mode with the help of virtual IP
addresses. Non-UDP/TCP traffic is handled by all solutions by encapsulating packets into
UDP. In contrast, NAT keep-alive procedures are only mentioned in UDP Encapsulation. But
as this is already part of the IPsec specification, keep-alive packets are implicitly sent for all
solutions. For peers behind NAT devices who want to establish a direct connection between
each other only IKE-ME proves to be appropriate.

As one can see there is no single solution which meets all requirements. Depending on the
concrete scenario multiple solutions have to be combined.
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